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1.0

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1.1

Bancroft Consulting were appointed by Ripley Town Council to provide highways
and transportation advice to support the development of the Ripley Neighbourhood
Plan.

1.2

The objective of this Transportation Appraisal is to review conditions at the sites
identified by Ripley Town Council for inclusion within the Neighbourhood Plan and
identify which are the preferred sites for residential development in transportation
terms.

1.3

The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) 2010 carried out by
Amber Valley Borough Council identified 44 sites within the Ripley area that were
considered to have potential for housing development. In March 2013 Amber Valley
Borough Council granted an application from Ripley Town Council to designate the
area comprising of the Parish of Ripley as a Neighbourhood Area.

1.4

Ripley Town Council provided Bancroft Consulting with the details of 24 potential
sites to promote within the Neighbourhood Plan. Further discussions were held with
the council’s appointed planning advisors (Planning Design Practice), and it was
advised that the number of potential sites had been narrowed down to 21. Planning
Design Practice went on to advise that only 12 of these sites required further
detailed analysis. The location of these 12 sites are shown on Figure 1, and are
listed as follows:


Site 4 – Land off Heage Road (SHLAA site AVBC/2008/0140(2008))



Site 5 – Former Butterley Engineering Site (part of) (The site forms part of
SHLAA site AVBC/2008/0090)



Site 6 – Land off Bridle Lane



Site 7 – Land off A610



Site 8 – Land off Cemetery Lane



Site 9 – Derby Road (B6179)



Site 10 – Derby Road (B6179)
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1.5



Site 11 – Land off Peasehill



Site 12 – Land off Nottingham Road (A610)



Site 15 – Former Butterley Brick Site, Ripley



Site 16 – Land off Brook Lane



Site 17 – Land off Peasehill Road

Detailed information was collated for each of the 12 sites identified, this addressed
potential site access arrangements, existing highway layout, accident records,
current opportunities for non-car modes of travel, likely traffic generation, and
potential study area. Each of the sites was then ranked against the following criteria:

1.6



Whether a standard compliant access can be achieved.



The category of the road the proposed access is from.



The speed of the road the access is from.



What public transport facilities are available within 400 metres of the site.



Provision for pedestrians.



Whether there is an accident problem in the vicinity of the site.



Capacity issues within the study area.

This appraisal takes into account the principles of the following publications, which
reflect current best practice and policy in highway design matters:


National Planning Policy Framework [NPPF] (March 2012),



Guidance on Transport Assessment (DfT, March 2007)



‘Manual for Streets’ (DfT, 2007)



Manual for Streets 2 (CIHT, September 2010)



The

6Cs

Design

Guide:

Highways,

transportation

and

development

(Leicestershire County Council, Revised June 2013) In keeping with these
guidelines, it is also examines opportunities to access the site by all reasonable
modes of transport.
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2.0

SITE APPRAISAL

2.1

Detailed site visits were undertaken on Tuesday 1 October 2013 and Tuesday 8
October 2013. Information was collected for each of the sites as appropriate,
including details on the existing site use, gradients, any rights of way, the highway
layout, the potential for a site access, spot checks on vehicle speeds, the potential
extent of any study area, and opportunities for non-car travel. The following section
of the report provides details for each of the 12 sites identified as requiring further
analysis, the site assessment forms are included in Appendix A.
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Site 4 – Land off Heage Road (SHLAA Ref: AVBC/2008/0140(2008))

Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3
2.2

Photo 4

The site measures approximately 7.2 hectares in area and is located adjacent to the
B6374 (Heage Road) to the west of Ripley Town Centre. It comprises undeveloped
land and is bound by Heage Road to the east and south, the A38 to the west, and
open fields to the north. There is an existing dropped kerb gated access at the northeastern edge of the site. No significant level differences were noted within the site.
The

site

approximately

consists

of

SHLAA

site

AVBC/2008/0140(2008).

Photograph 1 shows the proposed site area.

2.3

Heage Road has a general carriageway width of approximately 7.5 metres. Within
the site frontage there is a footway along the eastern edge of the carriageway
measuring approximately 2.5 metres wide. Along the western edge is a verge that
measures approximately 3 metres wide. To the north of the site, footways are
present along both sides of the carriageway and these have a general width of
between 2 and 2.5 metres wide.
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2.4

The nearest bus stops are located adjacent to the site frontage on Heage Road.
These stops are served by the ‘Sixes’, which operate at a frequency of 2 buses
every hour in each direction, from Monday to Saturday. These services connect the
site with Heage, Belper, Duffield and Derby, (see Photograph 2).

2.5

The B6374 extends between Heage to the southwest and the B6374/B6441
(Hartshay Hill) ghost island priority controlled junction to the northeast. On the
opposite side of B6374 is the Heage Road Industrial Estate, which is served by a
priority controlled T-junction. The B6374 to a 40 mph speed limit in the vicinity of the
site, at the north-eastern edge of the site the speed limit changes to 30 mph, (see
Photograph 3).

During the site visit spot vehicle speeds were taken, southbound

speeds were recorded at approximately 39 mph, with northbound speeds recorded
at approximately 31 mph.

2.6

Section IN5 within the 6Cs Design Guide discusses the principle of access to the
road network. Previous policy discouraged new accesses onto A and B class roads,
although in line with an ‘integrated transport policy’ the local highway authority has
now adopted a more flexible approach. Paragraphs 1.29 to 1.31 discuss the
principle of access onto A and B class roads, where paragraph 1.29 provides details
on when the local highway authority would normally apply restrictions on new
vehicular accesses. There are several criteria specified which include the following:
“● roads with a speed limit above 40 mph (that is 50mph, 60mph or 70mph) or where
measured vehicle speeds are in excess of 40mph;
● roads
●

with a speed limit of 40mph or less which are essentially rural in nature;

routes where the access would affect bus-corridor or bus-priority measures being
put in place;

2.7

● roads

that are at or near capacity (cannot carry more traffic); and

● roads

where there is an existing problem with road safety”.

In light of this guidance, the only point considered to be potentially applicable to this
site is the final point referring to road safety issues. Therefore a review of the
accident records at the junction and within the surrounding area was undertaken.
To establish the extent of accidents that have occurred in the vicinity of the site the
‘Crashmap’ website was examined (www.crashmap.co.uk). It was noted that there
have been no recorded accidents within the immediate vicinity of the site. Hence in
5
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line with paragraph 1.30 within Section IN5 it is considered that there should be no
restrictions to an access at this location, so long as it complies with Part 3 of the 6Cs
Design Guide.

2.8

Based on the recorded speeds approximate visibility splays of 70 metres to the north
and 50 metres to the south would be required. Photographs 3 and 4 demonstrate
that suitable visibility splays should be achievable in both directions within what
appears to be highway land.

2.9

Based on the information provided by Planning Design Practice it is understood that
the development proposals consist of up to 143 residential dwellings. It is suggested
that the site is assessed via an improved site access junction. In accordance with
Table DG1 with the 6Cs Design Guide, it is recommended the site access design
includes a 5.5 metres wide carriageway and 6 metres kerb radii, along with 2 metres
wide footways at each edge. This layout is deemed to be suitable for up 150
dwellings from a single point.

2.10 Using a typical trip rate of 0.8 movements per dwelling during each peak hour, the
proposals could generate up to 114 movements during these periods, or up to 1140
daily movements. Taking into account the advice in Manual for Streets 2 and the
fact that there is no precedent for right turn lanes within the immediate surrounding
highway network, it is considered that a simple priority T-junction would be the
preferred access option.

2.11 Taking into consideration the location of the proposed development in relation to the
likely key destinations, Ripley, Derby, Nottingham, Mansfield and Ashfield, it has
been assumed that the traffic would distribute in the following manner.


80% (91) of vehicles would arrive/depart the site via Heage Road (north), and
then via the B6374/B6441 (Hartshay Hill) junction to the northeast, with 60% of
traffic (68) heading to/from the A38 and the 20% (23) of these vehicles heading
to/from Ripley.



20% (23) vehicles would arrive/depart the site via Heage Road (south).

2.12 Guidance on Transport Assessment’ (Dft, March 2007), suggests that a material
traffic increase would occur at around 30 hourly two-way movements at any
6
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particular junction. However, it is important to note that Guidance on Transport
Assessment merely recommends the 30 movement threshold as a starting point for
assessment and larger increases may be acceptable where capacity or highway
safety issues are unlikely.

2.13 It is noted from Crashmap that there has only been 1 recorded accident at the
B6374/B6441 (Hartshay Hill) ghost island priority controlled T-junction between 2008
and 2012, a single accidents over 5 years at a junction of this type does not
necessarily represent a highway safety concern, However it was noted during the
site visit that this is quite a tight junction and capacity issues could exist. As the
proposed development could result in approximately 91 additional vehicles through
the junction it is therefore suggested that it should be included within the study area
for further detailed analysis.

2.14 In addition, 33 accidents occurred at the Hartshay Hill/A610/A38 gyratory between
2008 and 2012, whilst none of these were classified as serious. Whilst an increase
of approximately 68 two-way movements, or approximately 1 vehicle per minute
spread throughout each arm is unlikely to have a significant impact on the capacity
of the junction. It is considered that 33 accidents over 5 years at a junction of this
size could potentially represent a highway safety concern, it is there suggested that
this junction should be included within the study area for further detailed analysis.

2.15 In the event that any mitigating highway improvements are required at the
B6374/B6441 (Hartshay Hill) junction, there appears to be sufficient land within the
public highway for appropriate measures to be implemented. It is not anticipated that
any mitigating highway improvements would be required at the Hartshay
Hill/A610/A38 gyratory.
2.16 In conclusion, it is considered that a suitable site access junction could be provided,
in line with the requirements of the 6Cs Design Guide. The proposed development
would be well placed to accommodate travel by non-car modes. There are existing
highway safety concerns within the surrounding highway network, the study area
would potentially consist of up to two off-site junctions in addition to the proposed
site access. Further detailed assessment would be required to support any
subsequent planning application, it is suggested that for a development of this type
and scale a full Transport Assessment and Travel Plan would be required.
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Site 5 – Former Butterley Engineering Site (part of) (SHLAA Ref:
AVBC/2008/0090)

Photo 5

Photo 6

Photo 7

Photo 8

2.17 The site measures approximately 7.37 hectares in area and is located at Butterley
Hill (B6179) to the north of Ripley Town Centre. It comprises part of the former
Butterley engineering works and is bound by an office development and open fields
to the east, open fields to the south, Butterley Hill to the west and part of former
Buttterley engineering works to the north. There is an existing dropped kerb access
to the former engineering works off Butterley Hill, this is however outside of the
current site boundary and within the northern section of the site. The levels within
the site vary, at the northern edge of the site the levels are just below the existing
road level, however to the south the site is a couple of metres lower. The site forms
part of SHLAA site AVBC/2008/0090, and its location is shown in Photograph 5.
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2.18 Butterley Hill has a general carriageway width of approximately 10.5 metres, with
on-street parking bays along both sides of the carriageway within the site frontage.
There are footways present along both sides of the carriageway and these have a
general width of 2.5 metres.
2.19 The nearest bus stops are located adjacent to the site frontage on Butterley Hill.
These stops are served by the 140, 9.1, 9.2, 9.3 and the ninety, which operate at a
combined frequency of 1 bus every fifteen minutes in each direction, from Monday to
Saturday. These routes connect the site with Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Sutton-in-Ashfield,
Mansfield, Jacksdale, Alfreton and Selston, see Photograph 6.
2.20 Butterley Hill extends between Swanwick to the north and Ripley Town Centre to the
south. It is subject to a 40 mph speed limit in the vicinity of the site, approximately
160 metres to the south this then changes to a 30 mph speed limit.

During the site

visit spot vehicle speeds where recorded, were southbound speeds were recorded
at approximately 36 mph, with northbound speeds recorded at approximately 48
mph.
2.21 Section IN5 within the 6Cs Design Guide is again applicable as the proposed access
would be off a B class road. The only points considered to be potentially applicable
to this site as specified in paragraph 1.29 are, the first point as the measured speeds
in the northbound direction were measured to be above 40 mph and the final point
referring to road safety issues.
2.22 Paragraph 1.30 goes on to advise that restrictions would not normally be applied
elsewhere on the road network, so long as the access arrangement complies with
guidance provided within Part 3 of the 6Cs Design Guide. Paragraph 1.31 suggests
that if an access could be provided off a minor side road it would be preferable.
2.23 In this instance, the site only has frontage on to the B6179 and therefore the only
possibility of accessing the development would be via Butterley Hill. Therefore a
review of the accident records at the junction and within the surrounding area was
undertaken. To establish the extent of accidents that have occurred in the vicinity of
the site the ‘Crashmap’ website was examined. It is noted from Crashmap that there
has only been 2 recorded accidents in the immediate vicinity of the site, these were
both recorded as slight and occurred in 2009 and 2012. This is not considered to
represent a significant highway safety concern. It is suggested that as part of the
9
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development proposals traffic calming features could be introduced to bring the
recorded traffic speeds down to below 40mph. Then in line with paragraph 1.30
within Section IN5 it is considered that there should be no restrictions to an access
at this location, as long as it complies with Part 3 of the 6Cs Design Guide.
2.24 Based on the recorded speeds approximate visibility splays of 98 metres to the
south and 62 metres to the north would be required, Photographs 6 and 7
demonstrate that suitable visibility splays should be achievable in both directions.
2.25 Based on the information provided by Planning Design Practice it is understood that
the development proposals consist of up to 41 residential dwellings. It is suggested
that the site is assessed via a new site access junction. In accordance with Table
DG1 within the 6Cs Design Guide, it is recommended the site access design
includes a 4.8 metres wide carriageway and 6 metres kerb radii, along with 2 metres
wide footways at each edge. This layout is deemed to be suitable for up 50
dwellings from a single point. Any access should be located as close to the northern
edge of the site as practical to minimalize any issues with levels.
2.26 Using a typical trip rate of 0.8 movements per dwelling during each peak hour, the
proposals could generate up to 33 movements during these periods, or up to 330
daily movements.
2.27 In conclusion, it is considered that a suitable site access junction could be provided,
in line with the requirements of the 6Cs Design Guide. The proposed development
would be well placed to accommodate travel by non-car modes, and there are no
existing highway safety concerns in the immediate vicinity of the site. Traffic calming
features could be required as part of the development proposals to bring traffic
speeds down to 40 mph. The study area would therefore consist of the Butterley
Hill/site access junction only. Any access should be located as close to the northern
edge of the site as possible to minimalize any level issues. To support any
subsequent planning application for this site, a Highway Impact Statement would be
required to demonstrate that a suitable site access arrangement and any
appropriate traffic calming measures could be achieved.
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Site 6 – Land off Bridle Lane

Photo 9

Photo 10

Photo 11

Photo 12

2.28 The site measures approximately 0.27 hectares in area and is located off the B6179
at the junction of Brindle Lane, to the north of Ripley Town Centre. It comprises
derelict land and is bound by the B6179 to the west, Carrs Wood to the east,
Woodlands Nursing Home to the north and a public footpath to the south which
leads to Carrs Wood. No significant level differences were noted within the site.
There is an existing dropped kerb gated access at the southern edge of the site,
which measures approximately 6 metres wide. Photograph 9 shows the proposed
site area.

2.29 The B6179 has a general carriageway width of approximately 8 metres. Within the
site frontage there are footways present along both sides of the carriageway and
these have a general width of between 1.8 and 3 metres wide. To the south of the
site the footway along the eastern edge narrows down to approximately 1 metre
wide.
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2.30 The nearest bus stops are located approximately 38 metres north of the existing site
access. These stops are served by the 140, 9.1, 9.2, 9.3 and the ninety, which
operate at a frequency of 1 bus every fifteen minutes in each direction, from Monday
to Saturday. These routes connect the site with Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Sutton-inAshfield, Mansfield, Jacksdale, Alfreton and Selston, see Photograph 9.
2.31 Butterley Hill extends between Swanwick to the north and Ripley Town Centre to the
south. It is subject to a 30 mph speed limit in the vicinity of the site, although
approximately 60 metres to the north this changes to a 40 mph speed limit, (see
Photograph 9). During the site visit spot vehicle speeds were recorded, southbound
speeds along Butterley Hill were recorded at approximately 34 mph, with northbound
speeds recorded at approximately 40 mph. Based on these speeds approximate
visibility splays of 57 metres to the north and 73 metres to the south would be
required. Photographs 10 and 11 demonstrate that suitable visibility splays should
be achievable in both directions.
2.32 Section IN5 within the 6Cs Design Guide is again applicable as the proposed access
would be off a B class road. The only point considered to be potentially applicable to
this site as specified in paragraph 1.29 is the final point referring to road safety
issues. Therefore a review of the accident records at the junction and within the
surrounding area was undertaken. To establish the extent of accidents that have
occurred in the vicinity of the site the ‘Crashmap’ website was examined It is noted
from Crashmap that there were no recorded accidents in the immediate vicinity of
the site access and within 200 metres there has only been 3 recorded accidents,
one of which was recorded as serious and occurred in 2010, with the remaining 2
recorded as slight and both occurred in 2008. This is not considered to represent an
accident problem. Hence in line with paragraph 1.30 within Section IN5 it is
considered that there should be no restrictions to an access at this location, so long
as it complies with Part 3 of the 6Cs Design Guide.
2.33 Based on the information provided by Planning Design Practice it is understood that
the development proposals consist of up to 8 residential dwellings. It is suggested
that the site is assessed via an improved site access junction. In accordance with
Table DG1 within the 6Cs Design Guide; it is recommended the site access design
includes a 7.5 metres wide shared surface carriageway and 6 metres kerb radii. This
layout is deemed to be suitable for up 25 dwellings from a single point.
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2.34 Using a typical trip rate of 0.8 movements per dwelling during each peak hour, the
proposals could generate up to 6 movements during these periods, or up to 60 daily
movements.
2.35 In conclusion, it is considered that a suitable site access junction could be provided,
in line with the requirements of the 6Cs Design Guide. The proposed development
would be well placed to accommodate travel by non-car modes. There are no
existing highway safety concerns in the immediate vicinity of the site. A development
of this scale should not require any detailed assessment in support of any
subsequent planning application. However, it is suggested that a Site Access
Appraisal should be produced to demonstrate that a suitable site access
arrangement could be achieved.
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Site 7 – Land off A610

Photo 13

Photo 14

2.36 The site measures approximately 5.5 hectares in area and is located off of the A610,
to the north of Ripley Town Centre. It comprises undeveloped land and is bound by
the A610 to the south, Derbyshire Constabulary headquarters to the east and north
east, a residential development to the north east and the former Butterley
Engineering works to the west, (see Photograph 13).

2.37 This section of the A610 extends between the A610/Harsthill/A38 gyratory to the
east and the A610/Nottingham Road (A610)/B6441 roundabout to the southeast and
is subject to a 60 mph speed limit. It is understood that there are rights of access to
the site from the A610/Wyatts Way Roundabout (see Photograph 14). Any access
would need to be located at least 50 metres from the roundabout to avoid any
conflict or vertical alignment issues. The roundabout currently serves the Derbyshire
Constabulary headquarters to the east and Premier Inn, McDonalds and the service
area for Asda Superstore to the southwest.
2.38 To the west of the site there are no footways along either side of the A610, whilst to
the east there is a footway along the southern edge of carriageway only. There are
pedestrian islands on all arms of the existing A610/Wyatts Road Roundabout.
2.39 The nearest bus stops are located approximately 600 metres southeast of the site
on Nottingham Road. These stops are served by Rainbow 1, which operates at a
frequency of 2 buses every hour in each direction, from Monday to Saturday. This
route connects the site with Kimberley, Alfreton and Codnor.
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2.40 Based on the information provided by Planning Design Practice it is understood that
the development proposals consist of up to 100 residential dwellings. Using a typical
trip rate of 0.8 movements per dwelling during each peak hour, the proposals could
generate up to 80 movements during these periods, or up to 80 daily movements. It
is considered that the existing road geometries at the A610/Wyatts Way Roundabout
would be suitable to accommodate this increase in traffic.
2.41 Taking into consideration the location of the proposed development in relation to the
likely key destinations, Ripley, Derby, Nottingham, Mansfield and Ashfield, it has
been assumed that the traffic would distribute in the following manner.


70% (56) of vehicles would arrive/depart the site via the A610 (west) to the A38,



30% (24) vehicles would arrive/depart the site via the A610 (east), via the
A610/Nottingham Road (A610)/Nottingham Road (B6441) to the southeast, with
20% of traffic (16) continuing along the A610 (east) and 10% (8) of vehicles
heading to/from Ripley.

2.42 Guidance on Transport Assessment’ (Dft, March 2007), suggests that a material
traffic increase would occur at around 30 hourly two-way movements at any
particular junction. However, it is important to note that Guidance on Transport
Assessment merely recommends the 30 movement threshold as a starting point for
assessment and larger increases may be acceptable where capacity or highway
safety issues are unlikely.

2.43 To establish the extent of accidents that have occurred the ‘Crashmap’ website was
examined. It is noted from Crashmap that there were no recorded accidents in the
immediate vicinity of the site.

However, 33 accidents occurred at the Hartshay

Hill/A610/A38 gyratory between 2008 and 2012, whilst none of these were classified
as serious. An increase of approximately 56 two-way movements, or approximately
1 vehicle per minute spread throughout each arm is unlikely to have a significant
impact on the capacity of the junction. However, it is considered that 33 accidents
over 5 years at a junction of this size could potentially represent a highway safety
concern. It is therefore suggested that this junction should be included within the
study area for detailed assessment.
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2.44 In conclusion, it is considered that a suitable site access junction could potentially be
served via Wyatts Way, if it is set back a suitable distance from the A610/Wyatts
Way Roundabout. There is however limited opportunity for travel by non-car modes.
There are no existing highway safety concerns within the immediate vicinity of the
site, however there are concerns within the surrounding highway network, the study
area would potentially consist of up to one off-site junctions in addition to the
A610/Wyatts Road Roundabout. Further detailed assessment would be required to
support any subsequent planning application, it is suggested that for a development
of this type a full Transport Assessment and Travel Plan would be required.
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Site 8 – Land of Cemetery Lane

Photo 15

Photo 16

Photo 17

Photo 18

2.45 The site measures approximately 1.43 hectares in area and is located off Cemetery
Lane, to the south of Ripley Town Centre. It consists of a car park and the Council’s
Social Services offices. The site is bound by residential dwellings off Peasehill to the
south, allotment gardens and Ripley Cemetery to the north, commercial premises to
the east and residential dwellings off Providence Street and Amber Valley
Community Transport to the west, (see Photograph 15).

2.46 The site is located at the eastern end of Cemetery Lane, which extends from the site
to the junction with the High Street to the west. High Street extends from Ripley
Town Centre to the north to the junction with Peasehill to the south.
2.47 Cemetery Lane measures approximately 250 metres in length and in addition to
serving the Social Services offices and Amber Valley Community Transport, it
serves Ripley Cemetery and residential dwellings on Providence Street. Cemetery
Lane has a general carriageway width of approximately 4.8 metres. There is a
footway along the north-eastern edge of the carriageway measuring approximately
1.2 to 1.8 metres wide for the majority of its length. During the site visit cars were
17
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observed to be parked along the entire length of Cemetery Lane, which had the
effect of reducing it to a single carriageway road with intermittent passing points (see
Photograph 16). Approximately 125 metres along Cemetery Lane is the Cemetery
Lane (east)/Providence Street/Cemetery Lane (west)/Ripley Cemetery junction, with
priority to vehicles travelling from Cemetery Lane (east) to Providence Street. Due to
the on-street parking there is limited visibility at this junction (see Photographs 17
and 18).
2.48 To establish the extent of accidents that have occurred in the vicinity of the site the
‘Crashmap’ website was examined. It is noted from Crashmap that there have been
no recorded accidents within the immediate vicinity of the site.
2.49 The nearest bus stops are located on High Street and Peasehill and are
approximately 400 metres from the site. The stops on High Street are served by bus
routes, 143, 313, 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3, which operate at a combined frequency of 4
buses every hour in each direction, from Monday to Saturday. These routes connect
the site with Belper, Alfreton, Sutton-in-Ashfield and Derby. The stops on Peasehill
are served by bus routes, 148, 313, and 418, which operate at a combined
frequency of 2 buses every hour in each direction, from Monday to Saturday. These
routes connect the site with, Belper, Ambergate and Derby.
2.50 Based on the information provided by Planning Design Practice it is understood that
the development proposals consist of up to 15 residential dwellings. It is assumed
that the existing social services offices would be demolished as part of the
development proposals. As part of the scheme it is also proposed that part of the
site would be utilised to extend either the Cemetery or allotments to the north of the
site. It is suggested that Cemetery Lane is extended to serve the site. In accordance
with Table DG1 with the 6Cs Design Guide, it is recommended the site access
design includes a 4.8 metres wide carriageway, along with a 2 metres wide footway
which ties into the existing footway along Cemetery Lane. This layout is deemed to
be suitable for up 50 dwellings from a single point of access.
2.51 Using a typical trip rate of 0.8 movements per dwelling during each peak hour, the
proposals could generate up to 12 movements during these periods, or up to 120
daily movements. However, this level of traffic could be off-set against any former
activity at the site that would be removed.
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2.52 In conclusion, it is considered that a Cemetery Lane could be extended to provide a
suitable access junction in to the site, generally in line with the requirements of the
6Cs Design Guide. The existing bus facilities are within 400 metres of the site, which
is the maximum recommended walking distance as specified in paragraph 3.81 of
the 6Cs Design Guide. In addition the footways along Cemetery Lane are relatively
narrow, it is therefore considered that the proposed development would have limited
access to non-car modes. Whilst no detailed assessment should be required for a
development of this size, it is suggested that to support any subsequent planning
application that a Highway Impact Statement is produced which reviews the current
access arrangements and seek to determine the net change in vehicular movements
compared with the existing use.
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Site 9 – Derby Road (B6179)

Photo 19

Photo 20

Photo 21

2.53 The site measures approximately 0.89 hectares in area and is located to the east of
Derby Road (B6179), to the south of Ripley Town Centre. It consists of the Marehay
Welfare and is bound by Derby Road to the east, residential dwellings off Bamford
Street to the north, residential dwellings off Warmwells Lane to the east and
residential dwellings off Dovedale Close to the south. The site slopes slightly from
the existing site access junction, which comprises an existing drop kerb junction that
measures approximately 7 metres wide. The site location is shown on Photograph
19.

2.54 Derby Road has a general carriageway width of approximately 7.5 metres within the
site frontage and there is a footway along the western edge of the carriageway
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measuring approximately 3 metres wide. Along the eastern edge is a verge which
measures approximately 2 metres.
2.55 The nearest bus stops are located adjacent to the site frontage on Derby Road. This
stop is served by the 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3, which operate at a combined frequency of 4
buses every hour in each direction, from Monday to Saturday. These routes connect
the site with Alfreton, Sutton-in-Ashfield and Mansfield, (see Photograph 20).
2.56 Derby Road extends between Peasehill to the north and the A38 to the southeast. It
is subject to a 30 mph speed limit in the vicinity of the site. During the site visit spot
vehicle speeds were recorded, speeds were recorded at approximately 30 mph in
both directions. Based on these speeds approximate visibility splays of 47 metres to
the north and south would be required. Photographs 20 and 21 demonstrate that
suitable visibility splays should be achievable in both directions.
2.57 Section IN5 within the 6Cs Design Guide is again applicable as the proposed access
would be off a B class road. The only point considered to be potentially applicable to
this site as specified in paragraph 1.29 is, the final point referring to road safety
issues. Therefore a review of the accident records at the junction and within the
surrounding area was undertaken. To establish the extent of accidents that have
occurred in the vicinity of the site the ‘Crashmap’ website was examined. It is noted
from Crashmap that there have been no recorded accidents within the immediate
vicinity of the site. Within 200 metres of the existing site access, there have only
been 2 recorded accidents, both of which were recorded as slight and both occurred
in 2008 and 2009. This is not considered to represent a significant highway safety
problem. Hence in line with paragraph 1.30 within Section IN5 it is considered that
there should be no restrictions to an access at this location, as long as it complies
with Part 3 of the 6Cs Design Guide.
2.58 Based on the information provided by Planning Design Practice it is understood that
the development proposals consist of up to 22 residential dwellings. It is suggested
that the site is assessed via an improved site access junction, in accordance with
Table DG1 with the 6Cs Design Guide, it is recommended the site access design
includes a 7.5 metres wide shared surface carriageway and 6 metres kerb radii. This
layout is deemed to be suitable for up 25 dwellings from a single point of access.
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2.59 Using a typical trip rate of 0.8 movements per dwelling during each peak hour, the
proposals could generate up to 18 movements during these periods, or up to 180
daily movements.
2.60 In conclusion, it is considered that a suitable site access junction could be provided,
in line with the requirements of the 6Cs Design Guide. The proposed development
would be well placed to accommodate travel by non-car modes. There are no
existing highway safety concerns in the immediate vicinity of the site.

A

development of this scale should not require any detailed assessment to support
any subsequent planning application. However, it is suggested that a Site Access
Appraisal should be produced to demonstrate that a suitable site access
arrangement could be achieved.
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Site 10 – Derby Road (B6179)

Photo 22

Photo 23

Photo 24

Photo 25

2.61 The site measures approximately 0.89 hectares in area and is located to the west of
Derby Road (B6179), to the south of Ripley Town Centre. It consists of open land
(southern section) and several commercial units (northern section). The site is
bound by Derby Road to the west, the Autofix Service Centre to the north and west,
and residential dwellings off Derby Road to the south (see Photograph 22). The site
is served by an existing access which measures approximately 9.6 metres wide.
Whilst the site access is reasonably level, within the site it appears to slope from
east to west. There is an existing right turn lane into the site which measures
approximately 3 metres wide and 20 metres in length (see Photograph 23), which is
also one of the two accesses that serve the Autofix Service Centre.

2.62 Derby Road has a general carriageway width of approximately 9 metres within the
site frontage and there are footways along both sides of the carriageway measuring
approximately 1.8 metres wide. To the north the footways continue along both sides
of the carriageway, however to the south it continues along the western edge only
and measures approximately 1.8 metres wide.
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2.63 The nearest bus stops are located approximately 110 metres south of the existing
site access junction, this stop is served by route numbers 143, 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3,
which operate at a frequency of 4 buses every hour in each direction, from Monday
to Saturday. These routes connect the site with Alfreton, Sutton-in-Ashfield and
Mansfield.
2.64 Derby Road extends between Peasehill to the north and the A38 to the southeast. It
is subject to a 30 mph speed limit in the vicinity of the site. During the site visit spot
vehicle speeds were recorded, southbound speeds were recorded at approximately
37 mph for southbound vehicles and 30 mph for northbound vehicles.
2.65 Section IN5 within the 6Cs Design Guide is again applicable as the proposed access
would be off a B class road. The only point considered to be potentially applicable to
this site as specified in paragraph 1.29 is the final point referring to road safety
issues. Therefore a review of the accident records at the junction and within the
surrounding area was undertaken. To establish the extent of accidents that have
occurred in the vicinity of the site the ‘Crashmap’ website was examined. It is noted
from Crashmap that there have been no recorded accidents within the immediate
vicinity of the site. Within 200 metres of the existing site access, there have only
been 2 recorded accidents, both of which were recorded as slight and both occurred
in 2008 and 2011. This is not considered to represent a significant accident problem.
Hence in line with paragraph 1.30 within Section IN5 it is considered that there
should be no restrictions to an access at this location, as long as it complies with
Part 3 of the 6Cs Design Guide.
2.66 Based on the recorded vehicle speeds approximate visibility splays of 64 metres to
the north and 47 metres to the south would be required. Photograph 24
demonstrates that a suitable visibility splay should be achievable to the north.
However, to the south photograph 25 demonstrates that visibility appears to be
restricted by the existing hedge, albeit with no evidence of any highway safety
concerns. It is considered that this substantiates Paragraph 10.5.9 within MfS2
which advises that “unless there is local evidence to the contrary, a reduction in
visibility below recommended levels will not necessary lead to a significant problem.”
2.67 Based on the information provided by Planning Design Practice it is understood that
the development proposals consist of up to 27 residential dwellings. It is suggested
that the site is assessed via an improved site access junction, in accordance with
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Table DG1 within the 6Cs Design Guide, it is recommended the site access design
includes a 7.5 metres wide shared surface carriageway and 6 metres kerb radii. This
layout is deemed to be suitable for up 25 dwellings from a single point of access.
2.68 Using a typical trip rate of 0.8 movements per dwelling during each peak hour, the
proposals could generate up to 22 movements during these periods, or up to 220
daily movements. Therefore, no further detailed analysis is considered necessary.
2.69 In conclusion, visibility is restricted at the existing site access junction. The proposed
development would be well placed to accommodate travel by non-car modes. There
are no existing highway safety concerns in the immediate vicinity of the site.

A

development of this scale should not require any detailed assessment in support of
any subsequent planning application. However, it is suggested that a Site Access
Appraisal should be produced to demonstrate that an improved access arrangement
could be achieved.
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Site 11 – Land off Peasehill

Photo 26

Photo 27

Photo 28

Photo 29

2.70 The site measures approximately 0.52 hectares in area and is located to the north of
Peasehill to the southeast of Ripley Town Centre. It consists of existing commercial
premises and is bound by Peasehill to the south, commercial properties to the west,
a public footpath to the east, and open land to the north. The existing site access is
located at the inside of the bend in the carriageway (see Photograph 26). The site
is served by an existing access off Peasehill, which measures approximately 7
metres wide and currently serves the development site and the adjacent commercial
premises (see Photograph 27). The existing site access slopes up slightly from the
junction with Peasehill, although the proposed site appears to be relatively level,
albeit approximately higher than Peasehill.

2.71 Peasehill has a general carriageway width of approximately 6.9 metres. Within the
site frontage there are footways along both sides of the carriageway that measure
approximately 2 metres wide.
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2.72 The nearest bus stops are located approximately 85 metres west of the site and are
served by route numbers 148, 313 and 418, which operate at a combined frequency
of 2 buses every hour in each direction, from Monday to Saturday. These routes
connect the site with, Belper, Ambergate and Derby.
2.73 Peasehill Road extends between the junction with Derby Road to the west and the
A610 to the northeast. It is subject to a 30 mph speed limit in the vicinity of the site.
During the site visit spot vehicle speeds were recorded, at approximately 30 mph for
eastbound vehicles and 28 mph for westbound vehicles. Based on these speeds
approximate visibility splays of 47 metres to the west and 42 metres to the east
(based on the methodology for calculating visibility splays contained in Manual for
Streets 2) would be required. Photographs 28 and 29 demonstrate that visibility is
restricted in both directions.
2.74 In light of this guidance, Crashmap was consulted, it was noted that there has only
been one recorded accident within the immediate vicinity of the existing site access
junction, this was recorded as slight and occurred in 2010. With no evidence of any
highway safety concerns.
2.75 Based on the information provided by Planning Design Practice it is understood that
the development proposals consist of up to 15 residential dwellings. There does not
appear to be any scope to provide a new access to the proposed residential
development (due to level differences and space within the site frontage), it is
suggested that the site is assessed via a private access road spurred off the existing
access road. In accordance with Table DG20 within the 6Cs Design Guide, it is
recommended the site access design includes a 5.0 metres wide shared service
carriageway. This layout is deemed to be suitable for up 25 dwellings from a single
point of access.
2.76 Using a typical trip rate of 0.8 movements per dwelling during each peak hour, the
proposals could generate up to 12 movements during these periods, or up to 120
daily movements. Guidance on Transport Assessment’ (Dft, March 2007), suggests
that a material traffic increase would only occur at around 30 hourly two-way
movements at any particular junction. It is therefore considered that no detailed
assessment is required. Furthermore, this would be substantially lower than the
existing traffic generation of the existing commercial buildings and therefore the
existing shortfall in visibility should not be a major cause for concern.
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2.77 In conclusion, it is considered that a suitable site access junction could be provided,
in line with the requirements of the 6Cs Design Guide. The proposed development
would be well placed to accommodate travel by non-car modes. There are no
existing highway safety concerns in the immediate vicinity of the site.

A

development of this scale should not require any detailed assessment in support of
any subsequent planning application. However, it is suggested that a Site Access
Appraisal should be produced to demonstrate that the existing access arrangement
would be suitable to serve the existing and proposed development.
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Site 12 – Land off Nottingham Road (A610)

Photo 30

Photo 31

Photo 32

Photo 33

2.78 The site measures approximately 5.13 hectares in area and is located at land off
Nottingham Road (A610) to the east of Ripley Town Centre. It comprises
undeveloped land and is bound by Derby Road to the southwest, the Nottingham
Road Recreation Ground to the northwest, open land to the northeast and an
industrial estate to the southeast (see Photograph 30). There is an existing gated
access at the southern corner of the site. It was noted during the site visit that
visibility is restricted at the existing access point in both directions, particularly to the
southeast.

No significant level differences were noted within the site. It is

understood that the site was granted planning permission in 2008 (AVA/2008/0440)
for the development of the land for business and industrial purposes. An application
for a time extension to this application (AVA/2013/0484) is currently being
considered.
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2.79 Nottingham Road has a general carriageway width of approximately 8 metres.
Within the site frontage there is a footway along the southern edge of the
carriageway measuring approximately 1.8 to 2 metres wide. There is no footway
along the northern side of Nottingham Road within the site frontage. To the
northwest of the site there is a footway that runs along both sides of the
carriageway, which connect to the signal controlled pedestrian crossing facility
approximately 200 metres northwest of the site boundary.
2.80 The nearest bus stops are located adjacent to the site frontage on Nottingham
Road. These stops are served by Rainbow 1, which operates at a frequency of 2
buses every hour in each direction, from Monday to Saturday. This route connects
the site with Kimberley, Alfreton and Codnor (see Photograph 31).
2.81 Nottingham Road (A610) extends from the A610/Nottingham Road/Sainsbury’s
roundabout to the northeast and to the southeast the A610 continues to Codnor. To
the east of the site is the Nottingham Road/Steam Mill Lane ghost island priority
controlled T junction. It is subject to a 30 mph speed limit in the vicinity of the site.
During the site visit spot vehicle speeds were recorded, south-eastbound speeds
were recorded at approximately 32 mph, with north-westbound speeds recorded at
approximately 31 mph.
2.82 Whilst Section IN5 within the 6Cs Design Guide is again applicable as the proposed
access would be off an A class road, the principle of an access off Nottingham Road
to this site has already been agreed (2008 (AVA/2008/0440). For robustness
however, a review of the accident records within the site frontage and within the
surrounding area was undertaken. To establish the extent of accidents that have
occurred in the vicinity of the site the ‘Crashmap’ website was examined. It is noted
from Crashmap that there has only been 3 recorded accidents in the immediate
vicinity of the site. This is not considered to represent an accident problem. Hence in
line with paragraph 1.30 within Section IN5 it is considered that there should be no
restrictions to an access at this location, as long as it complies with Part 3 of the 6Cs
Design Guide.
2.83 Based on the information provided by Planning Design Practice it is understood that
the development proposals consist of up to 154 residential dwellings. It is suggested
that the site is assessed via a new access junction to the north of the existing gated
access, towards the centre of the sites frontage. As part of the consented planning
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application for the site, a signalised junction, which included a right turn lane for
vehicles to access Brickyard Lane and a dedicated pedestrian crossing facility was
approved. However, since this application was approved the speed limit along
Nottingham Road has been reduced to 30 mph, in addition proposals for a
residential development would not generate the same type of vehicular traffic.
Therefore, in accordance with Table DG1 within the 6Cs Design Guide, it is
recommended the site access design includes a 5.5 metres wide carriageway and 6
metres kerb radii, along with 2 metres wide footways at each edge. This layout is
deemed to be suitable for up 150 dwellings from a single point.
2.84 Based on the recorded speeds approximate visibility splays of 52 metres to the north
and 49 metres to the southeast would be required. Photographs 32 and 33
demonstrate that suitable visibility splays should be achievable in both directions
within the vicinity of the proposed site access.
2.85 Using a typical trip rate of 0.8 movements per dwelling during each peak hour, the
proposals could generate up to 123 movements during these periods, or up to 1230
daily movements.
2.86 Taking into consideration the location of the proposed development in relation the
likely key destinations, Ripley, Derby, Nottingham, Mansfield and Ashfield, it has
been assumed that the traffic would distribute in the following manner.
 75% (93) of vehicles would arrive/depart the site via Nottingham Road (north) via
the A610/Nottingham Road (A610)/Nottingham Road (B6441) to the northeast, with
65% of traffic (80) heading to/from the A38 and the 10% (8) of these vehicles
heading to/from Ripley.


20% (31) vehicles would arrive/depart the site via Nottingham Road (south).

2.87 Guidance on Transport Assessment’ (Dft, March 2007), suggests that a material
traffic increase would occur at around 30 hourly two-way movements at any
particular junction. However, it is important to note that Guidance on Transport
Assessment merely recommends the 30 movement threshold as a starting point for
assessment and larger increases may be acceptable where capacity or highway
safety issues are unlikely.
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2.88 It is noted from Crashmap that there have also been 7 accidents at the
A610/Nottingham Road (A610)/Nottingham Road(B6441) to the northeast between
2008 and 2012, 7 accidents over 5 years at a junction of this type does not
necessarily represent a highway safety concern. However, as the proposed
development would result in up 93 additional two-way movements through this
junction, it is suggested that this junction is included within the study area for
detailed assessment.
2.89 In addition, 33 accidents occurred at the Hartshay Hill/A610/A38 gyratory between
2008 and 2012, whilst none of these were classified as serious. Whilst an increase
of approximately 68 two-way movements, or approximately 1 vehicle per minute
spread throughout each arm is unlikely to have a significant impact on the capacity
of the junction. It is considered that 33 accidents over 5 years at a junction of this
size could potentially represent a highway safety concern. It is therefore suggested
that this junction should be included within the study area for detailed assessment.
2.90 In conclusion, it is considered that a suitable site access junction could be provided,
in line with the requirements of the 6Cs Design Guide. The proposed development
would be well placed to accommodate travel by non-car modes. There are existing
highway safety concerns within the surrounding highway network, the study area
would potentially consist of up to two off-site junctions in addition to the proposed
site access. Further detailed assessment would be required to support any
subsequent planning application, it is suggested that for a development of this type
a full Transport Assessment and Travel Plan would be required.
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Site 15 – Former Butterley Brick Site, Ripley

Photo 34

Photo 35

Photo 37

Photo 36

2.91 The site measures approximately 5.67 hectares in area and is located at land to the
south of Peasehill. It comprises the former Butterley Brick works and is bound by
industrial units off Whiteley Road to the west, Coppice Farm to the north (which has
recently been granted planning permission for 360 dwellings), the former clay pit site
to the south, and open land to the west. No significant level differences were noted
within the site. The site location is shown in Photograph 34.

2.92 Whiteley Road extends from the site north to the existing T-junction off Peasehill, it
measures approximately 6.3 metres wide, with a 2 metres wide footway along the
western edge (see Photograph 35).
2.93 Peasehill has a general carriageway width of approximately 7 metres. Within the site
frontage there is a footway along both sides of the carriageway that measures
approximately 2 metres wide.
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2.94 The nearest bus stops are located approximately 60 metres west of the Whiteley
Road junction but 530 metres from the site. These stops are served by route
numbers 148, 313 and 418, which operate at a frequency of 2 buses every hour in
each direction, from Monday to Saturday. These routes connect the site with,
Belper, Ambergate and Derby.
2.95 Peasehill extends between the junction with Derby Road to the west and the A610 to
the northwest. It is subject to a 30 mph speed limit in the vicinity of the site. During
the site visit spot vehicle speeds were recorded, at approximately 30 mph for
eastbound vehicles and 28 mph for westbound vehicles. Based on the recorded
speeds approximate visibility splays of 47 metres to the west and 42 metres to the
east would be required. Photographs 36 and 37 demonstrate that suitable visibility
splays should be achievable in both directions.
2.96 Based on the information provided by Planning Design Practice it is understood that
the development proposals consist of up to 170 residential dwellings. It is suggested
that the site is assessed by extending Whitely Road into the site, in accordance with
Table DG1 within the 6Cs Design Guide, it is recommended the site access design
includes a 6.75 metres wide carriageway and 6 metres kerb radii, along with 2
metres wide footways at each edge. This layout is deemed to be suitable for up 400
dwellings from a single point of access.
2.97 Using a typical trip rate of 0.8 movements per dwelling during each peak hour, the
proposals could generate up to 136 movements during these periods, or up to 1360
daily movements.
2.98 Taking into consideration the location of the proposed development in relation the
likely key destinations, Ripley, Derby, Nottingham, Mansfield and Ashfield, it has
been assumed that the traffic would distribute in the following manner.
 80% (109) of vehicles would arrive/depart the site via Peasehill Road (north) to the
northeast, with 60% of traffic (82) heading to/from the A38 and the 20% (27) of
these vehicles heading to/from Ripley.


20% (27) vehicles would arrive/depart the site via Peasehill Road (south).

2.99 Guidance on Transport Assessment’ (Dft, March 2007), suggests that a material
traffic increase would occur at around 30 hourly two-way movements at any
particular junction.
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2.100 It is noted from Crashmap that there has only been one recorded accidents within
the immediate vicinity of the Peasehill Road/Whiteley Road junction, this was
recorded as slight and occurred in 2010. It is understood that Coppice Farm
development would also utilise this junction to access the consented development of
360 dwellings. In addition, the proposed development could result in approximately
136 additional vehicles through the junction it is there suggested that it should be
included within the study area.
2.101 Crashmap demonstrates that 3 accidents have occurred on the Peasehill arm of the
Peasehill/Derby Road junction, with a total of 8 accidents between 2008 and 2012.
In addition, the proposed development could result in approximately 82 additional
vehicles through the junction it is there suggested that this junction should be
included within the study area for detailed assessment.
2.102 In addition, 33 accidents occurred at the Hartshay Hill/A610/A38 gyratory between
2008 and 2012, although none of these were classified as serious or fatal. Whilst an
increase of approximately 68 two-way movements, or approximately 1 vehicle per
minute spread throughout each arm is unlikely to have a significant impact on the
capacity of the junction. It is considered that 33 accidents over 5 years at a junction
of this size could potentially represent a highway safety concern. It is therefore,
suggested that this junction should be included within the study area for further
detailed assessment.
2.103 In conclusion, it is considered that a suitable site access could be provided, in line
with the requirements of the 6Cs Design Guide. Whiteley Road serves the existing
industrial estate and the consented Coppice Farm residential development

The

proposed development has limited access to travel by non-car modes. There are
existing highway safety concerns within the surrounding highway network, the study
area which would potentially consist of up to three off-site junctions, in addition to
the proposed site access. Further detailed assessment would be required to support
any subsequent planning application, it is suggested that for a development of this
type a full Transport Assessment and Travel Plan would therefore be required.
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Site 16 – Land off Brook Lane

Photo 38

Photo 39

Photo 40

2.104 The site measures approximately 0.17 hectares in area and is located to the west of
Derby Road to the southwest of Ripley Town Centre. It consists of garages and is
served by an existing access off Derby Road, which measures approximately 6
metres wide, with verges measuring between 1 and 2 metres either side. It is bound
by Derby Road to the east, residential dwellings off Derby Road to the north and the
south, and a residential dwelling off Sycamore Avenue to the west. No significant
level differences were noted within the site.

The site location is shown in

Photograph 38.
Photo 2
2.105 Derby Road has a general carriageway width of approximately 7 metres. Within the
site frontage there are footways along both sides of the carriageway measuring
approximately 2.5 metres wide.
2.106 The nearest bus stops are located approximately 20 metres either side of the
existing site access junction, and are served by route numbers 148, 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3
which operate at a combined frequency of 4 buses every hour in each direction,
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from Monday to Saturday. These routes connect the site with Alfreton, Mansfield
and Sutton in Ashfield, see Photograph 39.
2.107 Derby Road (B6179) extends between Peasehill to the north and the A38 to the
southeast. It is subject to a 30 mph speed limit in the vicinity of the site, during the
site visit spot vehicle speeds were recorded, at approximately 22 mph for
southbound vehicles and 28 mph for northbound vehicles. Based on these speeds
approximate visibility splays of 30 metres to the north and 43 metres to the south
would be required. Photographs 39 and 40 demonstrate that suitable visibility
splays should be achievable in both directions.
2.108 To establish the extent of accidents that have occurred in the vicinity of the site the
‘Crashmap’ website was examined. It is noted from Crashmap that there have been
no recorded accidents within the immediate vicinity of the site.
2.109 Based on the information provided by Planning Design Practice it is understood that
the development proposals consist of up to 5 residential dwellings. It is suggested
that the site is assessed via a private access road, in accordance with Table DG20
within the 6Cs Design Guide, it is recommended the site access design includes a
4.25 metres wide shared service carriageway. This layout is deemed to be suitable
for between 2 and 5 dwellings.
2.110 Using a typical trip rate of 0.8 movements per dwelling during each peak hour, the
proposals could generate up to 4 movements during these periods, or up to 40 daily
movements.
2.111 In conclusion, it is considered that a suitable site access junction could be provided,
in line with the requirements of the 6Cs Design Guide. The proposed development
would be well placed to accommodate travel by non-car modes. There are no
existing highway safety concerns in the immediate vicinity of the site. A development
of this scale should not require any detailed assessment in support of any
subsequent planning application. However, it is suggested that a Site Access
Appraisal should be produced to demonstrate that a suitable site access
arrangement could be achieved.
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Site 17 – Land off Peasehill Road

Photo 41

Photo 42

Photo 43

Photo 44

2.112 The site measures approximately 0.11 hectares in area and is located to the north of
Peasehill Road to the southeast of Ripley Town Centre. It consists of derelict land
and is bound by Peasehill Road to the south, residential properties off Peasehill
Road to the east and west, and open land to the north. The site is served by an
existing drop kerb access off Peasehill Road. No significant level differences were
noted within the site. The site location is shown in Photograph 41.

2.113 Peasehill Road has a general carriageway width of approximately 6.9 metres. Within
the site frontage and there are footways along both sides of the carriageway that
measure approximately 2 metres wide. In addition, there is a signalised pedestrian
crossing facility approximately 30 metres to the west of the site (see Photograph
42).
2.114 The nearest bus stops are located approximately 100 metres east of the site and are
served by route numbers 148, 313 and 418, which operate at a combined frequency
of 2 buses every hour in each direction, from Monday to Saturday. These routes
connect the site with, Belper, Ambergate and Derby.
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2.115 Peasehill Road extends between the junction with Derby Road to the west and the
A610 to the northeast, it is subject to a 30 mph speed limit in the vicinity of the site.
During the site visit spot vehicle speeds were recorded, at approximately 30 mph for
eastbound vehicles and 28 mph for westbound vehicles. Based on these speeds
approximate visibility splays of 47 metres to the west and 42 metres to the east
would be required. Photographs 43 and 44 demonstrate that suitable visibility
splays can be achieved.
2.116 To establish the extent of accidents that have occurred in the vicinity of the site the
‘Crashmap’ website was examined. It is noted from Crashmap that there have been
no recorded accidents within the immediate vicinity of the site.
2.117 Based on the information provided by Planning Design Practice it is understood that
the development proposals consist of up to 3 residential dwellings. It is suggested
that the site is assessed via a private access road, in accordance with Table DG20
with the 6Cs Design Guide, it is recommended the site access design includes 4.25
metres wide shared service carriageway. This layout is deemed to be suitable for
between 2 and 5 dwellings
2.118 Using a typical trip rate of 0.8 movements per dwelling during each peak hour, the
proposals could generate up to 2 movements during these periods, or up to 20 daily
movements. It is therefore considered that no detailed assessment is required.
2.119 In conclusion, it is considered that a suitable site access junction could be provided,
in line with the requirements of the 6Cs Design Guide. The proposed development
would be well placed to accommodate travel by non-car modes. There are no
existing highway safety concerns in the immediate vicinity of the site. A development
of this scale should not require any detailed assessment in support of any
subsequent planning application. However, it is suggested that a Site Access
Appraisal should be produced to demonstrate that a suitable site access
arrangement could be achieved.
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3.0

SITE RANKING

3.1

To assess the most suitable (and deliverable) sites, each of the sites was ranked
against the following criteria. The results of which are summarised in Table 1.

a. Whether a standard compliant access can be achieved.


Likely = green



Some compromise = amber



Unlikely = red

b. The category of the road the proposed access is from.


unclassified = green



B road = amber



A road = red

c. The speed of the road that access is from.


Less than 30 mph = green



30 to 40 mph = amber



Greater than 40 mph = red

d. Can suitable visibility splays be achieved?


Yes = green



No but visibility below standard should not be a cause for concern = amber



No = red

e. Available public transport facilities within 400 metres of the site.


Within 250 metres = green



Within 400 metres = amber



Greater than 400 metres = red

f. Frequency of public transport facilities available within 400 metres of the site.


Four or more services an hour = green



One to three services an hour = amber



Less than one service per hour = red
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g. Provision for pedestrians.


Footways both sides of the carriageway = green



Footways one side of the carriageway = amber



No footways = red

h. Whether there is an accident problem in the vicinity of the site.

i.



None = green



Limited number of accidents within study area = amber



Potential highway safety concern = red

Junctions that need further consideration within the study area.


None = green



Site access only = amber



Off-site junctions = red

k. Capacity Issues


None = green



Limited = amber



Major = red
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4

Land off Heage Road

143

5

Former Butterley Engineering Site (part of)

41

6

Land off Bridle Lane

8

7

Land off A610

100

8

Land off Cemetery Lane

15

9

Derby Road (B6179) east

15

10

Derby Road (B6179) west

27

11

Land off Peasehill

15

12

Land off Nottingham Road (A610)

97

15

Former Butterley Brick Site

110

16

Land off Brook Lane

5

17

Land off Peasehill Road

3
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Capacity Issues

Number of junctions within the study area

Accident Problem

Provision for pedestrians

Frequency of Public Transport facilities

Public Transport facilities within 400 metres

Can suitable visibility splays be achieved

Speed of Road

Category of Road

Standard Compliant Access

Number of Dwellings

Location

Site

Table 1 – Ranking Summary
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4.0

COMPARISON

OF

PLANNING

DEIGN

PRACTICE

AND

BANCROFT

CONSULTING RANKING

4.1

Planning Design Practice (PDP) carried out an initial assessment of the potential
housing sites against the Amber Valley sustainability objectives and a copy of this
Table is included in Appendix B.
Based on the results summarised within Table 1 and Planning Design Practice’s
summary table (Appendix B) each of the sites have been ranked based on the
number of compliant criteria (i.e. Number of green/amber/red rankings), each site
has then been ranked from 1 to 17. The summary table provided by Planning
Designs Practice did not include an assessment for sites 16 and 17, so these
rankings have been adjusted to allow for a direct comparison to be carried out.

PDP Ranking

Ranking
adjusted to
reflect sties
included in PDP
ranking

4

Land off Heage Road

143

9

10

7

5

Former Butterley Engineering Site (part of)

41

7

9

5

6

Land off Bridle Lane

8

4

4

2

7

Land off A610

100

12

8

10

8

Land off Cemetery Lane

15

8

1

6

9

Derby Road (B6179) east

15

3

2

1

10

Derby Road (B6179) west

27

5

6

3

11

Land off Peasehill

15

6

3

4

12

Land off Nottingham Road (A610)

97

10

5

8

15

Former Butterley Brick Site

110

11

7

9

16

Land off Brook Lane

5

2

-

-

17

Land off Peasehill Road

3

1

-

-

Location

Number of
Dwellings

BCL Ranking

Table 2 – Overall Ranking

Site

4.2
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4.3

Table 2 demonstrates that the preferred 5 Planning Designs Practice sites are:
1. Land of Cemetery Lane (15 dwellings)
2. Derby Road (east) (15 dwellings)
3. Land off Peasehill (15 dwellings)
4. Land off Bridle Lane (8 dwellings)
5. Land off Nottingham Road (97 dwellings)

4.4

Table 2 also demonstrates that the five preferred sites in transportation terms are
deemed to be:
1. Derby Road (east) (15 dwellings)
2. Land off Bridle Lane (8 dwellings)
3. Derby Road (west) (27 dwellings)
4. Land of Peasehill (15 dwellings)
5. Former Butterley Engineering works (41 dwellings)

4.5

It can be seen from the above rankings that it is the smaller sites that appear to be
the most suitable (deliverable). However, if Ripley Town Council’s priority is to
deliver a higher number of dwellings, then it is suggested that the sites with the
potential for over 50 dwellings are put forward and further detailed assessment is
carried out in support of these sites.
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5.0

CONCLUSIONS

5.1

Bancroft Consulting were appointed by Ripley Town Council to provide highways
and transportation advice to support the development of the Ripley Neighbourhood
Plan.

5.2

Ripley Town Council provided Bancroft Consulting with the details of 24 potential
sites to promote within the Neighbourhood Plan. Further discussions were held
with the councils appointed planning advisors (Planning Design Practice), and it
was advised that the number of potential sites had been narrowed down to 21.
Planning Design Practice went on to advise that only 12 of these sites required
further detailed analysis.

5.3

Detailed site visits were undertaken on Tuesday 1 October 2013 and Tuesday 8
October 2013, information was collected and collated for each of the 12 sites
identified, this included detail on potential site access arrangements, existing
highway layout, accident records, and current opportunities for non-car modes of
travel, likely traffic generation and potential study area. Each of the sites was then
ranked against the given criteria.

5.4

From the site rankings it can be concluded that it is the smaller sites that are the
most suitable (deliverable). However, if Ripley Town Council’s priority is to deliver
a higher number of dwellings, then it is suggested that the sites with the potential
for over 50 dwellings are put forward and further detailed assessment is carried
out in support of these sites.

5.5

This Transport Appraisal demonstrates that there are sites within Ripley which
have significant potential to accommodate residential development and that
comply with current best practice guidance and policy, including with the
requirements of the 6Cs Design Guide and NPPF. Whilst also meeting the
requirements of the Amber Valley sustainability objectives.
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Site 5 – Former Butterley
Engineering Site (part of)
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Site 6 – Land off Bridle Lane

Site 4 – Land off Heage Road
Site 12 – Land off Nottingham
Road (A610)

Site 8 – Land off Cemetery Lane

Site 16 – Land off Brook Lane
Site 11 – Land off Peasehill
Site 17 – Land off Peasehill Road

Site 15 – Former Butterley
Brick Site
Site 9 – Derby Road (B6179)

Site 10– Derby Road (B6179)
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APPENDIX A – SITE ASSESSMENT FORMS

APPENDIX B – PLANNING DESIGN PRACTICE SUMMARY
SHEET

Site
Location

3
Amber Dye Works, Bullbridge

4
Land off Heage Road

5
Former Butterley Engineering

6
Land off Bridle Lane

7
Land off A610

8
Land off Cemetery Lane

9
Land west of Derby Road

10 Land east of Derby Road

11 Land off Peasehill

12 Land off Nottingham Road

15 Former Butterley Brick Site
Employment Space Loss

Proximity to Employment Areas

Agricultural Land

Contamination

Previously developed land

World Heritage Area

Conservation Area

Historic Park /Garden

Listed Buildings

Ancient Monuments

Water Capacity Issues

Flood Zone

Greenbelt

Loss of open Space

Proximity to Local Wildlife Sites

Priority Species

Proximity to European Sites

Proximity to SSSI

Proximity to AQMA

Proximity to Cycle networks

Train station by public trans

Time to walk to high quality bus route

Time to walk to bus route

Regenerate deprived areas

Access to recreation by foot

Secondary School by public transport

Access to Primary School by foot

Access to GP by foot

Access to employment sites

Access to Derby

Summary sheet - Ripley Neighbourhood Plan initial assessment of potential housing sites against Amber Valley sustainability objectives

